
Abstract
Reducing the energy consumed in the use of computing
devices is becoming a major design challenge. While the
problem obviously must be addressed with improved
low-level technology, we claim there is potential value in
a higher-level perspective, as well. In our approach, the
needs of applications serve as the driving force for the
development of power-management functions in the
operating system and of a power-based API that allows a
partnership between applications and the system in
setting energy policy. The development of a PalmPilot
application is used as an illustration.  We advocate that
reducing energy consumption should be raised to
first-class status among performance goals when software
is being designed. In support of this objective, new
programming models, measurement tools, and system
support mechanisms must be developed. These needs
motivate our Milly Watt Project.

1. Introduction

Mobile computing is dramatically changing our
day-to-day lives, especially with the popularity of small
devices such as personal digital assistants (PDAs) and
with the embedding of substantial processing capabilities
in devices such as telephones and cameras.  Reducing the
energy consumed in using these devices, thereby
extending the lifetime of the batteries that power them
(and reducing the weight of carrying spares), is one of the
major challenges in designing such systems.  Power
consumption is an issue that extends well beyond the
realm of battery-powered mobile devices to any
computing platform in which heat or fan noise production
may be factors (e.g. medical applications).  Finally,
energy efficiency of computers is desirable in its own
right from both the economic and environmental points of
view.

This problem can be addressed at various levels: by
improving battery technology, by engineering more
efficient electronics and components, and by designing
computer architectures and software with power as a
primary measure of performance.  Power is a critical,
limited, and shared system resource.  Traditionally, the
operating system plays a major role in managing such
resources. We also believe that the applications hold an
important key, in the application-specific constraints and
opportunities for saving energy that can be known only at
that level.  Therefore, our approach is to have the needs of
the applications be the driving force for the development
of power management functions in the operating system
and of a power-based API that allows a partnership
between applications and the system in setting energy use
policy.

Our higher-level perspective on the energy use
problem grew out of firsthand experience with the design
of a palmtop application, which we discuss in the next
section. In that exercise,  we were frustrated in our
attempts to tailor the energy use to the specific needs of
the application by several factors: a lack of feedback on
what effect various design decisions might have on energy
use, an inadequate programming model of power
consumption in the target platform, a gap between our
vision of how the application should control its energy use
and the ability to express that to the system, and
limitations on the flexibility of interactions between the
operating system and the given architecture. Identifying
and alleviating these drawbacks in the state-of-the-art of
energy conservation has motivated our Milly Watt
Project1.

To summarize our position statement, we advocate
the following points:

� Software (applications and OS) can have a
positive impact on and should be involved in power
management.
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� Energy consumption will be a major concern in
emerging applications of computing technology.
Therefore, performance measurement studies
should regularly include appropriate energy metrics
in addition to the more traditional ones (e.g. time,
bandwidth).

� Tools and mechanisms for power management
are currently inadequate and require more research
and development efforts.

2. A Concrete Example

We describe a preliminary case study that
encompasses most of the aspects of our research agenda.
We chose to build a compelling mobile application for the
PalmPilot and then to study application-directed power
management in the context of that specific application and
device. Our current work involves generalizing from this
experience.

The application we chose to build is called Hiker’s
Buddy.  It takes NMEA protocol strings sent by a Global
Positioning System (GPS) receiver (a Delorme
Tripmatetm) and plots the hiker’s current location on a
topographical map found by searching a database of map

segments that have been transcoded for the PalmPilot’s
limited display and then downloaded from a server prior
to starting out on the hike. This application is a
particularly appealing vehicle: it is necessarily mobile and
battery-powered; the small form factor and light weight of
the device are assets to this task and not simply
constraints of today’s technology; it involves an external,
also battery-powered peripheral; and it is a natural for
disconnected operation (it is assumed that the user might
be hiking out of coverage range for wireless
communications) although plausible roles for intermittent
wireless connectivity present themselves. 

Many of the first problems that arose in programming
Hiker’s Buddy had power-management implications. In
particular, interactions between the external GPS device
and the standard PalmOS power management were poorly
integrated. While trying to characterize the correctness
issues that were raised by these interactions, we developed
a model of power states for Hiker’s Buddy.  

The high level representation (shown in a simplified
form in Figure 1) was originally intended to capture only
the qualitative aspects of the power-related behavior,
including interactions with other applications. For
example, the interpretation of the state labeled A would be

Figure 1. Power State Model



 “executing the main event-handling loop,  which implies
display:on, serial line:closed, GPS:off, processor:
predominately idle, and infrequent pen inputs”; whereas
state B means “GPS polling loop, with serial line:open,
GPS:on, auto off: disabled (to prevent entering sleep
mode which would drop the serial line and turn the GPS
unit off), CPU alternating between idle and
receiving/parsing the NMEA string, and display:on”. The
states to the right of the heavy vertical line represent
Hiker’s Buddy as the foreground application; whereas,
those states to the left of this line that pertain to Hiker’s
Buddy (C and D) capture the device requirements
remaining when another application is in the foreground.
Thus, state C means “GPS left running, with serial line
open and an alarm set to return control to Hiker’s Buddy
within an appropriate time interval”. 

We later recognized that the model would also be
helpful in designing power consumption measurement
experiments. The modeling methodology is undergoing
further development, especially related to “composing”

the power demands of multiple activities.

3. Experimentation

It is impossible to address power management
without an understanding of what different operations cost
in terms of power consumption. Thus we designed a
subproject to quantify the power consumption of the
PalmPilot, including both generic operations and
functions specific to Hiker’s Buddy.   

The experiments were done by developing a driver
application that could put the PalmPilot into a known
power state for a specified test period during which
measurements of current were performed with a
multimeter. Voltage values were obtained from the
sysBatteryInfo system call before and after each of the
individual tests. A PalmPilot Professional (1 MB) running
PalmOS version 2.0.4 was used.  The results are shown in
Figure 2 (the details of each test and interpretation of the
results are available at [18]). The measured power values
can be associated with particular power states in our
model. For example, state B in Figure 1 corresponds with
the bar in Figure 2 labeled L. Some of the bars show a
breakdown of estimated contributions of various factors to
the overall result.  Bar L shows estimates of the power

Figure 2. Measured Power Consumption
(PalmPilot Pro and Hiker’s Buddy)



consumed by the CPU activity (light gray), by having the
serial line open to the GPS receiver (medium gray) and
receiving data over it from the GPS (dark gray), for the
measured power level. The driver was running the GPS
polling and NMEA parsing loop during the test interval to
produce this value.

From Figure 2 we can identify which of the activities
offered by Hiker’s Buddy incur the greatest power costs
and appear to be good candidates for optimization. Of
particular significance are bars L, the GPS polling loop, J,
corresponding to the map database download, and E, a
memory-intensive computation.  Bar E was intended to
represent a worst case power cost of searching the map
database. Subsequent measurements of the actual map
search routine has yielded a more moderate cost of just
under 100 mW for this operation (not shown).

Since energy expenditure depends on both the power
consumed and the elapsed time, we instrumented Hiker’s
Buddy to capture the time spent in various power states
during execution. Then, assuming the correspondence
between power states and measured power levels, we did
coarse estimates of the energy expended for a number of
alternatives.  Since downloading of new maps occurs only
occasionally (in addition to happening at home near
sources of new batteries), this operation was considered
unlikely to cause a serious problem even though the
power cost is high. Thus, we focused on the acquisition
and use of the GPS data in the field.

One set of experiments has studied varying the
polling frequency for the GPS data. This is an interesting
case because it involves nontrivial tradeoffs between
processor idleness and the length of time required to
recognize a GPS fix. Intuitively, the faster the polling and
NMEA parsing occurs, the quicker Hiker’s Buddy can
discover that there is a good GPS fix available thus
reducing the time spent in a costly power state.  Failure to
immediately recognize that the GPS has determined its
location means unnecessary time with the serial line open
and the display kept on. It routinely can take as long as
three minutes for the GPS unit to acquire the requisite
number of satellites and return a valid position; so further
delay is undesirable. On the other hand, polling less
frequently allows the PalmPilot processor to spend more
time in the idle mode, thus lowering the overall power
cost of this loop. If this does not significantly affect the
total time for the loop, energy use is reduced. It is not
immediately obvious how to choose a timeout value for
this polling loop to balance these factors. Experiments
have indicated that an adaptive polling frequency that
begins slowly, with significant processor idle time, then

shortens the polling interval when the fix is getting close
(evident in the NMEA sentences as more satellites are
acquired) is usually a better policy for energy use than any
fixed value. The best case used an adaptive strategy with a
base timeout of 90 seconds and a subsequent timeout of
either 1 or 10 seconds and resulted in energy consumption
of from 6 to 9 Joules to get one position. This compared
to polling with a fixed timeout of 90 seconds which
consumed from 12 to 14 Joules. Smaller base timeouts
(for both fixed and adaptive algorithms) yielded
marginally higher energy costs than our best case because
of increases in processor busy time. Any delay imposed
on recognizing a fix was the more significant factor,
however, affecting the larger timeouts.

As a feasibility study of our higher-level approach,
our experiments have addressed the question of whether
design decisions made at the application-level can have an
impact on the energy consumption of using Hiker’s
Buddy. Our preliminary work demonstrates that the
application designer can, in fact, make a difference if
given the tools to tune the energy behavior of the
application program.

Promising results were achieved with minimal OS
support. However, the system interface stifled further
efforts to fully exploit the power savings opportunities
offered by our application. Requirements that were
straightforward to articulate could not be simply
implemented because of the assumed coupling between
components in the available power management system
calls. For example, Hiker’s Buddy had no need for the
display to be on while the GPS was acquiring satellites,
but this came with the requirement to keep the serial line
open to the GPS. 

From this experience, we have begun to compile a
wish-list of capabilities for a power-wise OS and what
should be exposed to the applications layer. An obvious
first step would be to decouple the states of various
devices so they can be independently specified. A
notification mechanism for imminent power-related events
(e.g. the device is about to enter into sleep mode) with an
opportunity to respond would be useful. It should be
possible to express both hints and requirements to the
system. A more difficult issue involves “background”
activity (e.g. maintaining the serial line state during GPS
polling, even when switching to another foreground
application) and how the power requirements of multiple
applications are to be combined.  In the PalmOS model,
setting an alarm that will result in a later alarm launch
seems a likely place to attach lingering power constraints.



4. Conclusions

The potential benefits of application-level
involvement in power management have been largely
untapped in work to date. There is a substantial body of
work in hardware design for low power, both at the circuit
design level and at the architectural level. Since we are
primarily interested in software-based power
management, the architectural features, of interest, are
those that offer explicit power management “hooks” that
software can directly exploit. Input to architects about
OS/application needs might enhance the low power
architecture work significantly, but this requires more
attention to power by the OS research community.
Previous OS-level studies focusing on power management
include work on scheduling for low power processor
modes [12, 13, 16], spindown policies for disks and
alternatives [1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 10, 11, 17], and managing
wireless communication [7, 9, 15].  A consortium of
companies has developed a specification [8] that
addresses the lower-level OS / device interface, providing
one model for gross system-wide power states and
per-component power states as a basis for the
development of OS-directed power management.  The OS
/ application power management interface has been
largely ignored. Odyssey [14] is probably the best
example of work aimed at the interface for
application-aware resource management (although not
specifically addressing power issues) and, certainly,
notification mechanisms (key in Odyssey) show up on our
wish-list. Finally, in the area of tools for power
measurement, PowerScope [5] combines hardware
instrumentation with CPU profiling techniques to map
power consumption to program structure.

The key point of this position paper is that reducing
energy consumption should be raised to first-class status
among the performance goals of OS design and
application-involvement should be encouraged from the
outset. Even for OS developments that are not explicitly
aimed at energy conservation, it is legitimate and valuable
to raise the question of their impact on energy
consumption.
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